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"The Beasts and the Dead" collects a variety of Zombie, Bigfoot, and Crypto-Horror tales by Eric
S Dark brown, the author of the Bigfoot War series. Featuring stories of the Mothman on a

eliminating spree, a corporate black-ops team who come across a beast in the far north that
simply can't be true, and a Bigfoot tale that provides a whole brand-new meaning to the term
roadkill among numerous others. After reading it, you may never proceed in the woods again.

This little book packs much punch when it comes to gore and terror.
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Another will need to have collection! Filled with new tales about the hairy one--Big Feet,
Zombies, and the Moth Man! Which i want even more of make sure you! Well this one is another
must-have. Do i really have to tell the readers of Eric S. Brown's work that his tales are actioned-
packed and full of the items we horror fans love to read. And if you've never go through Mr. And
if you've missed a few of his other tales which were previously published occasionally, they are
all here now packed jointly nicely! Dark brown before (shame on you) get this collection and get
hooked like the rest of us. Excellent selection of short stories Great reading here. Very fun. Lots
of different items covered, from Bigfoot to Mothman. A very important factor I hate about many
horror short stories is they over depend on the snap closing, the 'gotcha!', the same issue which
has ruined countless horror movies. Not a problem here, as the tales have several different and
satisfying endings. appreciate the zombie tale 'The Queen' the most. Highly recommended. Five
Stars Loved this story. Awesome Collection! I would recommend it for SCIFI cryptid followers.
Love the story. Dark brown is the grasp of the short story and the novella! This reserve is no
exception! Thrilling and actions packed from begin to finish it will keep you shaking in your boot
styles and wanting more. Eric S. This is a great story, Eric is an excellent story teller, and I've read
almost all his books. I am hoping he does even more. The Beasts and the Dead was good & short.
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